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CHAPTER 2.  PREDICTING HOT GAS LAYER TEMPERATURE
AND SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT IN A ROOM FIRE
WITH NATURAL AND FORCED VENTILATION

2.1 Objectives

This chapter has the following objectives:

• Explain the different stages of a compartment fire.

• Identify the types of forced and natural ventilation systems.

• Explain how the various types of forced ventilation systems work.

• Describe how to calculate the hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height for a fire

in a compartment with both natural and forced ventilation systems.

2.2 Introduction

In evaluating the environmental conditions resulting from a fire in an enclosure, it is essential to

estimate the temperature of the hot fire gases.  These elevated temperatures can often have a

direct impact on nuclear power plant (NPP) safety.  A temperature estimate is also necessary in

order to predict mass flow rates in and out through openings, thermal feedback to the fuel and other

combustible objects, and thermal influence (initiating stimulus) on detection and suppression systems.

Heat from a fire poses a significant threat to the operation of NPPs, both when the component and

equipment come in contact with heated fire gases and when heat is radiated from a distance.

2.3 Compartment Fire Growth

A compartment or enclosure fire is usually a fire that is confined to a single compartment within a

structure.  Ventilation is achieved through open doors and windows, as well as heating, ventilation,

and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.  Such a fire typically progresses through several stages

(or phases) as a function of time, as discussed in the next section.

2.3.1 Stages of Compartment Fires

Initially, fire in a compartment can be treated as a freely burning, unconfined fire.  This treatment

is a valid approximation until thermal feedback or oxygen depletion in the compartment becomes

significant.  In many ventilated spaces, the ventilation is stopped automatically under fire conditions,

either through the shutdown of fan units or the closing of fire doors and dampers.  In other spaces,

however, ventilation systems may continue to operate or unprotected openings may remain open.

The course of compartment fires, and the conditions that result, depend on the following variables

(among others):

• fire heat release rate (HRR) of the combustible

• enclosure size

• enclosure construction

• enclosure ventilation
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Figure 2-1 Typical Stages of Fire Development

Figure 2-2  Stages of Compartment Fire
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Conceptually, compartment fires can be considered in terms of the four stages illustrated in Figures

2-1 and 2-2.  The initial stage of compartment fires is the fire plume/ceiling jet phase.  During this

stage, buoyant hot gases rise to the ceiling in a plume above the fire and spread radially beneath

the ceiling as a relatively thin jet.  As the plume gases rise to the ceiling, they entrain cool, fresh air.

This entrainment decreases the plume temperature and combustion product concentrations, but

increases the volume of smoke.  The plume gases impinge upon the ceiling and turn to form a

ceiling jet, which can continue to extend radially until it is confined by enclosure boundaries or other

obstructions (such as deep solid beams at the ceiling level).

Once the ceiling jet spreads to the full extent of the compartment, the second stage of compartment

fires ensues.  During this stage, a layer of smoke descends from the ceiling as a result of air

entrainment into the smoke layer and gas expansion attributable to heat addition to the smoke

layer.  The gas expansion, in turn increases the average temperature of the smoke layer.  However,

the continuing entrainment of cool, fresh air into the smoke layer tends to slow this temperature

increase.

The duration of this second stage (an unventilated compartment smoke filling phase) depends on

the HRR of the fuel, the size and configuration of the compartment, the heat loss histories, and the

types and locations of ventilation openings in the compartment.  In closed compartments, the

smoke layer continues to descend until the room is filled with smoke or until the fire source burns

out, as a result of either fuel consumption or oxygen depletion.  In ventilated compartments, the

smoke layer descends to the elevation where the rate of mass flow into the smoke layer is balanced

by the rate of flow from the smoke layer through natural or mechanical ventilation.

The preflashover vented fire stage begins when smoke starts to flow from the compartment.

Ventilation may occur naturally through openings in compartment boundaries (such as doorways),

or it may be forced by mechanical air handling systems.  The smoke layer may continue to expand

and descend during the preflashover vented fire stage.

The final stage of compartment fires, known as the postflashover vented phase, represents the

most significant hazard, both within the fire compartment and as it affects remote areas of a

building.  This stage occurs when thermal conditions within the compartment reach a point at which

all exposed combustibles ignite, virtually simultaneously in many cases, and air flow to the

compartment is sufficient to sustain intense burning.  During this stage, the rate of air flow into the

compartment and, consequently, the peak rate of burning within the compartment, become limited.

The ventilation is limited by the sizes, shapes, and locations of boundary openings for naturally

ventilated spaces, or by the ventilation rate from mechanically ventilated spaces.  With adequate

ventilation, flames may fill the enclosure volume and result in a rapid change from a developing

compartment fire to full compartment involvement.  This point is commonly referred to as

“flashover.”  Flashover is the point in compartment fire development which can evolve as a rapid

transition from a slowly growing to fully developed fire.  The underlying mechanism in this

phenomenon is essentially a positive feedback from the fire environment to the burning fuel.  The

formation of a hot ceiling layer at the early stages of a fire leads to radiative feedback to the fuel,

which, in turn, increases the burning rate and the temperature of the smoke layer.  If heat losses

from the compartment are insufficient, a sharp increase in the fire’s power (i.e., flashover) will

eventually occur.
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The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) formally defines flashover as “the rapid

transition to a state of total surface involvement in a fire of combustion material within an

enclosure.”  In fire protection engineering, the term is used as the demarcation point between the

preflashover and postflashover stages of a compartment fire.  Flashover is not a precise term, and

several variations in its definition can be found in the literature.  The criteria given usually require

that the temperature in the compartment reaches 500 to 600 °C (932 to 1,112 °F), the radiation heat

transfer to the floor of the compartment is 15 to 20 kW/m  (1.32 to 1.76 Btu/ft -sec), or flames2 2

appear from the compartment openings.  In a compartment with one opening, flashover is

principally described by four stages.  Specifically, the hot buoyant plume develops at the first stage

following ignition, and then reaches the ceiling and spreads as a ceiling jet during the second stage.

During the third and fourth stages, the hot layer expands and deepens, while flow through the

opening is established.

Flashover usually causes the fire to reach its fully developed state, in which all of the fuel within the

room becomes involved.  However, all of the fuel gases may not be able to combust within the room

because the air supply is limited.  Such an air-limited fire is commonly termed “ventilation-limited”

or “ventilation-controlled”, as opposed to a “fuel-limited” fire, which is a fire that has an ample supply

of oxygen and is limited by the amount of materials (fuel) burning.

2.3.2 Ventilation-Limited or Ventilation-Controlled Fires

A ventilation-limited or ventilation-controlled fire is one that experiences low oxygen concentration

as a result of insufficient air supply.  The hot fire gases typically have nearly zero oxygen.

2.3.3 Fuel-Limited Fires

In contrast to a ventilation-limited fire, a fuel limited fire is a compartment fire in which the air supply

is sufficient to maintain combustion, but the amount of fuel that is burning limits the fire size.

2.4 Compartment Ventilation

General ventilation system design controls heat, odors, and hazardous chemical contaminants.

General ventilation can be provided by mechanical systems, by natural draft, or by a combination

of the two.  Examples of combination systems include (1) mechanical supply with air relief through

louvers and/or other types of vents and (2) mechanical exhaust with air replacement inlet louvers

and/or doors.  Natural ventilation is a controlled flow of air caused by thermal and wind pressure.

Mechanical or forced ventilation is accomplished with fans to create the pressure differentials to

produce the desired flows of air.  Exhaust in the ventilation process that draws noxious air entrained

particulate and vapors from a compartment, collect them into ducts for transport to the outside or

to equipment that cleans the air before discharging it to the outside or returning it to the area of

origin.  In a closed area, exhaust cannot operate at the flows required without having an equal

supply of makeup air available.  “Makeup air” and “replacement air” are the terms commonly used

to refer to the air that has to be brought into a space to limit pressure gradients so that the exhaust

process can operate as designed.  This air may be brought directly into a space via ducts or

indirectly via openings from adjacent areas.  The quantity of makeup air must be of a sufficient flow

rate to allow the exhaust system to operate within its pressure differential design parameters, yet

not be so great as to create a positive pressure within the compartment.
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Mechanically ventilated compartments are a common environment for fire growth in NPP structures.

A fire in a forced-ventilation compartment is markedly different than in a compartment with natural

ventilation.  An important factor is that the stratified thermal hot gas layer induced by the fire in a

naturally ventilated compartment may be unstable in a forced ventilation compartment.  Normally,

a ventilating system recirculates most of the exhaust air.  If normal operation were to continue

during a fire, this recirculation could result in smoke and combustion products being mixed with

supply air, and the contaminated mixture being delivered throughout the ventilation zone.

To prevent this, dampers are often placed in the system.  Upon fire detection in an engineered

smoke control system, the damper positions are changed so that all exhaust from the fire zone is

dumped, and 100-percent makeup air is drawn from outside the building.

The following four general types of mechanical ventilation systems are commonly encountered,

as illustrated in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3  Types of Mechanical Ventilation Systems
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2.4.1 Definitions

• Push Systems - Push systems mechanically supply fresh (outside) air into a compartment

at the design volumetric flow rate of the system, while air expulsion occurs freely through

transfer grills, registers, or diffusers in the compartment.

• Pull Systems - Pull systems mechanically extract hot gases (smoke) from a compartment.

Pull systems are designed to extract smoke from a compartment based on the volumetric

flow rate of the system.  The density of smoke is normally less than that of ambient air

because the smoke is at an elevated temperature.

• Push-Pull Systems - Push-pull systems both inject and extract air mechanically, with the

supply and exhaust fan units typically sized and configured to produce balance supply and

exhaust rates under normal operation.  Push-pull systems cannot continue to operate at

their balanced design flow rate under fire conditions.  If the supply and exhaust fan units

continue to inject and extract air at the same balanced design volumetric flow rates, the rate

of mass injection will exceed the rate of mass extraction because of the difference in the

densities of the supply and exhaust streams.

• Recirculation Systems - Recirculation systems typically use a single fan unit to mechanically

extract air from a space, condition it, and return it to the same space.

• Volume Flow Rate handled by the fan is the number of cubic feet of air per minute (cfm)

expressed at fan inlet conditions.

• Fan Total Pressure Rise is the fan total pressure at the outlet minus the fan total pressure

at all inlet (in. of water).

• Fan Velocity Pressure is the pressure corresponding to the average velocity determined

from the volume flow rate and fan outlet area (in. of water).

• Fan Static Pressure Rise is the fan total pressure rise diminished by the fan velocity

pressure.  The fan inlet velocity head is assumed to be equal to zero for fan rating purposes

(in. of water).

2.5 Temperature

When discussing gases, temperature is a measure of the mean kinetic energy of the molecules in

a gas.  Temperature defines the conditions under which heat transfer occurs.  A gas temperature,

gT , describes precisely the state of the average molecular energy in that gas.  However that

description is not particularly useful for the purposes of describing the physical phenomena that are

relevant to fire science.  In a broad sense, temperature can be thought of as a measure of the state

of a system.  Materials behave differently at different temperatures.  Water, for example, at

atmospheric pressure, is solid below 0 °C (32 °F), liquid between 0 °C (32 °F) and 100 °C (212 °F),

and gaseous above 100 °C (212 °F).  Similarly, plastic materials begin to gasify at a certain

temperature.  At a slightly higher temperature, they gasify enough to ignite, and at still higher

temperatures, they may self-ignite.  For our purpose, then, temperature can be viewed as an

indicator of the state of an object system.
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equations will be solved in SI units, it will not be discussed here.
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There are standard ways to define temperature.  The most common are the Fahrenheit and Celsius

scales of temperature.  Related to these scales is the Kelvin absolute temperature scale .1

The correspondence between the scales is illustrated in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1.  Temperature Conversions

Original Unit Conversions

C F KCelsius, T Fahrenheit, T Kelvin, T

CCelsius, T C C- 9/5 (T ) + 32 T  + 273.15

FFahrenheit, T F F5/9 (T   - 32) - 5/9 (T  + 459.7)

KKelvin, T K KT  - 273.15 9/5 (T  - 255.37) -

The difference between the relative temperature scale and its absolute counterpart is the starting

point of the scale.  That is, 0 °C is equal to 273 Kelvin and each degree on the Celsius scale is

equal to 1 degree on the Kelvin scale.  By contrast, the English unit temperature scale and SI

(metric) unit temperature scale differ in two main ways.  Specifically, zero is defined differently in

Celsius than in Fahrenheit, and one degree Fahrenheit represents a different quantity of heat than

one degree Celsius for a given heat capacity and mass.  It is important to remember that these

temperature scales are arbitrary, but they relate to important physical processes and the effect of

temperature on an object is what we are really interested in.

Table 2-2 lists the critical temperatures for different exposure conditions and the resultant effects

on humans.

Table 2-2.  Critical Temperatures for Different Exposure Conditions and Effects on Humans

[Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Guide E.  With permission.]

Type and Period of Heat Exposure Temperature

°C (°F)

Effect

Radiation 185 (365) Severe skin pain

Conduction (metal) (1 second) 60 (140) Skin burns

Convection (30 minutes) 100 (212) Hyperthermia

Convection (< 5 minutes) 120 (248) Skin and lungs are burned by hot gases

Convection (<1 minute) 190 (374) Skin and lungs are burned by hot gases
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In order to calculate or predict the temperatures in a compartment, a description or analytical

approximation of the fire phenomena must be created in quantitative terms.  This approximation is

described in terms of physical equations for chemistry, physics, mathematics, fluid mechanics, and

heat and mass transfer, which can be solved to predict the temperature in the compartment.  Such

an approximation, therefore, is an idealization of the compartment fire phenomena (i.e., ignition,

flame spread, and burning rate).

2.6 Estimating Hot Gas Layer Temperature

This section presents methods predicting the temperature achieved by the hot gas layer in an

enclosure fire; these methods are currently the most widely accepted in the fire protection

engineering literature.  Nonetheless, the methods employ assumptions and limitations, which must

be understood before using any of the methods presented.

2.6.1 Natural Ventilation:  Method of McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH)

The temperatures throughout a compartment in which a fire is burning are affected by the amount

of air supplied to the fire and the location at which the air enters the compartment.  Ventilation-

limited fires produce different temperature profiles in a compartment than well-ventilated fires.

A compartment with a single rectangular wall opening (such as a door or window) is commonly

used for room fire experiments.  They also are commonly involved in real fire scenarios, where a

single door or vent opening serves as the only path for fire-induced natural ventilation to the

compartment.  The hot gas layer that forms in compartment fires descends within the opening until

a quasi-steady balance is struck between the rate of mass inflow to the layer and the rate of mass

outflow from the layer.

A complete solution of the mass flow rate in this scenario requires equating and solving two non-

linear equations describing the vent flow rate and the plume entrainment rate as a function of the

layer interface height (the layer in a compartment that separates the smoke layer from the clear

layer).  If it is nonvented, the smoke layer gradually descends as the fire increases, thereby

lowering the smoke interface and (possibly) eventually filling the compartment.  McCaffrey,

Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH) (1981) (also reported by Walton and Thomas, 1995 and 2002)

have developed a simple statistical dimensionless correlation for evaluating fire growth in a

compartment (hot gas layer temperature) with natural ventilation. This MQH correlation is based

on 100 experimental fires (from 8 series of tests involving several types of fuel) in conventional-

sized rooms with openings.  The temperature differences varied from DT = 20 °C (68 °F) to 600 °C

(1,112 °F).  The fire source was away from walls (i.e., data was obtained from fires set in the center

of the compartment).  The larger the HRR , and the smaller the vent, the higher we expect the

upper-layer gas temperature to increase.
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g g aThe approximate formula for the hot gas layer temperature increase, DT , above ambient (T  - T )

is as follows:

                        (2-1)

Where:

g g aDT  = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (T  - T ) (K)

 = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

vA  = total area of ventilation opening(s) (m )2

vh  = height of ventilation opening (m)

kh  = heat transfer coefficient (kW/m -K)2

TA  = total area of the compartment enclosing surfaces (m ), excluding area of vent opening(s).2

The above equation can be used for multiple vents by summing the values, as follows:

where n is the number of vents, and can be used for different construction materials by summing

Tthe A  values for the various wall, ceiling, and floor elements.

The compartment interior surface area can be calculated as follows:

T c cA  =  ceiling + floor 2 (w  x l )

c c         + 2 large walls 2 (h  x w )

c c         + 2 small walls 2 (h  x l )

v         - total area of vent opening(s) (A )

T c c c c c c vA  = [2 (w  x l ) + 2 (h  x w ) + 2 (h  x l )] - A          (2-2)

Where:

TA  = total compartment interior surface area (m ), excluding area of vent opening(s)2

cw  = compartment width (m)

cl  = compartment length (m)

ch  = compartment height (m)

vA  = total area of ventilation opening(s) (m )2
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For very thin solids, or for conduction through a solid that continues for a long time, the process of

kconduction becomes stationary (steady-state).  The heat transfer coefficient, h , after long heating

times, can be written as follows:

                  (2-3)

Where:

k = thermal conductivity (kW/m-K) of the interior lining

d = thickness of the interior lining (m)

This equation is useful for steady-state applications in which the fire burns longer than the time

required for the heat to be transferred through the material until it begins to be lost out the back

p(cold) side.  This time is referred to as the thermal penetration time, t , which can be calculated as:

                    (2-4)

Where:

r = density of the interior lining (kg/m )3

pc  = thermal capacity of the interior lining (kJ/kg-K)

k = thermal conductivity of the interior lining (kW/m-K)

d = thickness of the interior lining (m)

pHowever, if the burning time is less than the thermal penetration time, t , the boundary material

retains most of the energy transferred to it and little will be lost out the non-fire (cold) side.  The heat

k ptransfer coefficient, h , in this case, can then be estimated using the following equation for t < t :

                        (2-5)

Where:

krc = interior construction thermal inertia [(kW/m -K) -sec]2 2

         (thermal property of the material responsible for the rate of temperature increase)

t = time after ignition in seconds (characteristic burning time)

pBy contrast, for t $ t , the heat transfer coefficient is estimated from Equation 2-3.

As indicated above, the krc  parameter is a thermal property of the material responsible for the rate

of temperature increase.  This is the product of the material thermal conductivity (k), the material

density (r), and the heat capacity (c).  Collectively, krc is known as the material thermal inertia.

For most materials, c does not vary significantly, and the thermal conductivity is largely a function

of the material density.  This means that density tends to be the most important material property.

Low-density materials are excellent thermal insulators.  Since heat does not pass through such

materials, the surface of the material actually heats more rapidly and, as a result, can ignite more

quickly.  Good insulators (low-density materials), therefore, typically ignite more quickly than poor

insulators (high-density materials).  This is the primary reason that foamed plastics are so
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dangerous in fires; they heat rapidly and ignite in situations in which a poor insulator would be

slower to ignite because of its slower response to the incident heat flux.  The thermal response

properties (krc), for a variety of generic materials have been reported in the literature.  These

values have been derived from measurements in the small-scale lateral ignition and flame spread

test (LIFT) apparatus (ASTM E1321).  Table 2-3 lists typical thermal properties of variety of

materials.

Table 2-3.  Thermal Properties of Compartment Enclosing Surface Materials

(Klote and Milke, 2002, © ASHRAE.  With permission.)

Materials Thermal Inertia

krc

(kW/m -K) -sec2 2

Thermal

Conductivity

k

(kW/m-K)

Thermal

Capacity

c

(kJ/kg-K)

 Density

r

(kg/m )3

Aluminum (pure) 500 0.206 0.0895 2710

Steel (0.5% Carbon) 197 0.054 0.465 7850

Concrete 2.9 0.0016 0.75 2400

Brick 1.7 0.0008 0.8 2600

Glass, Plate 1.6 0.00076 0.8 2710

Brick/Concrete Block 1.2 0.00073 0.84 1900

Gypsum Board 0.18 0.00017 1.1 960

Plywood 0.16 0.00012 2.5 540

Fiber Insulation Board 0.16 0.00053 1.25 240

Chipboard 0.15 0.00015 1.25 800

Aerated Concrete 0.12 0.00026 0.96 500

Plasterboard 0.12 0.00016 0.84 950

Calcium Silicate Board 0.098 0.00013 1.12 700

Alumina Silicate Block 0.036 0.00014 1.0 260

Glass Fiber Insulation 0.0018 0.000037 0.8 60

Expanded Polystyrene 0.001 0.000034 1.5 20
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2.6.2 Natural Ventilation (Compartment Closed):  Method of Beyler

Beyler (1991) (also reported by Walton and Thomas, 2002) developed a correlation based on a

nonsteady energy balance to the closed compartment, by assuming that the compartment has

sufficient leaks to prevent pressure buildup.  For constant HRR, the compartment hot gas layer

g g a temperature increase, DT , above ambient (T  - T ) is given by the following equation:

        (2-6)

Where:

                    

And:

g g aDT  = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (T  - T ) (K)

k    = thermal conductivity of the interior lining (kW/m-K)

r = density of the interior lining (kg/m )3

  c = thermal capacity of the interior lining (kJ/kg-K)

 = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

m = mass of the gas in the compartment (kg)

pc  = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-k)

t = exposure time (sec)

2.6.3 Forced Ventilation:  Method of Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA)

Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA) (1985) (also reported by Walton and Thomas, 1995 and 2002)

developed another method, which follows the basic correlations of the MQH method, but adds

components for forced-ventilation fires.  This method is based on temperature data that were

obtained from a series of tests conducted at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

Fresh air was introduced at the floor and pulled out the ceiling by an axial fan.  Test fires from 150

to 490 kW were used, producing ceiling jet temperatures from 100 to 300 °C (212 to 572 °F).  The

approximate constant HRR and ventilation rates were chosen to be representative of possible fires

in ventilation-controlled rooms with seven room air changes per hour, which was roughly between

200 and 575 cfm.
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The upper-layer gas temperature increase above ambient is given as a function of the fire HRR,

the compartment ventilation flow rate, the gas-specific heat capacity, the compartment surface

area, and an effective heat transfer coefficient.  The nondimensional form of the resulting

temperature correlation is as follows:

                        (2-7)

Where:

g g aDT  = hot gas layer temperature rise above ambient (T - T ) (K)

aT  = ambient air temperature (K)

 = HRR of the fire (kW)

 = compartment mass ventilation flow rate (kg/sec)

pc  = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-K)

kh  = heat transfer coefficient (kW/m -K)2

TA  = total area of compartment enclosing surfaces (m )2

The above correlation for forced-ventilation fires can be used for different construction materials

Tby summing the A  values for the various wall, ceiling, and floor elements.

2.6.4 Forced Ventilation:  Method of Deal and Beyler

Deal and Beyler (1990) (also reported by Walton and Thomas, 2002) developed a simple model

of forced ventilated compartment fires.  The model is based on a quasi-steady simplified energy

equation with a simple wall heat loss model.  The model is only valid for times up to 2000 seconds.

g g a The approximate compartment hot gas layer temperature increase, DT , above ambient (T  - T )

is given by the following equation:

             (2-8)

Where:

g g aDT  = hot gas layer temperature rise above ambient (T - T ) (K)

aT  = ambient air temperature (K)

 = HRR of the fire (kW)

 = compartment mass ventilation flow rate (kg/sec)

pc  = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-K)

kh  = convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m -K)2

TA  = total area of compartment enclosing surfaces (m )2
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The convective heat transfer coefficient is given by the following expression:

         (2-9)

Where:

k = thermal conductivity of the interior lining (kW/m-K)

r = density of the interior lining (kg/m )3

  c = thermal capacity of the interior lining (kJ/kg-K)

t = exposure time (sec)

d = thickness of the interior lining (m)

2.7 Estimating Smoke Layer Height

When a fire occurs in a compartment, within few seconds of ignition, early flame spread can quickly

lead to a flaming, free-burning fire.  If left unchecked, the fire continues to grow.  Besides releasing

energy, the combustion process also yields a variety of other products, including toxic and nontoxic

gases and solids. Together, all of these products are generally referred to as the “smoke” produced

by the fire.

As the flame spreads across the fuel surface, the fire size, which can be described as the HRR,

increases.  As the size increases, the radiation heat transfer from the flame to the fuel surface

increases, and this increases the burning rate.  If the flame has not involved the entire surface area,

this increased fire size accelerates the flame spread.  Above the flame zone, a buoyant plume is

formed.  The plume entrains ambient air, which both cools the gas and increases the flow rate.  In

a typical compartment, the plume strikes the ceiling and forms a ceiling jet, which in turn strikes a

wall, and the compartment begins to fill with hot smoke from the ceiling downward.  The plume

continues to entrain ambient air, adding mass to the layer until it reaches the upper gas layer.

Here, as the gas layer descends, less mass is entrained into it.  Thus, the amount of gas flow from

the plume is a function of the fire size and the height over which entrainment occurs.

As previously stated, the temperature and composition of gas entering the hot gas layer are driven

by the fire source and the plume.  Once the hot gas enters this hot layer, it cools by losing energy

to surrounding surfaces (i.e., ceiling, walls) by conduction, and cools by radiating heat energy to

the floor and the cool gas layer near the floor.  The rate of descent of the hot gas layer is driven by

the size of the compartment and the amount of mass flow from the plume.  Since the plume mass

flow is a function of the height beneath the gas layer, the layer descends at a progressively slower

rate as it gets closer to the fire source.

The plume essentially mixes cool air with the combustion products, thereby increasing the total flow

into the hot gas layer, while reducing its temperature and the concentration of gases flowing into

it.  The plume can only add mass to the upper layer by entrainment along the plume axis below the

hot gas layer position.  Once it penetrates the hot gas layer, it entrains hot gas, helping to mix the

layer, but not increasing its depth.

One of the most important processes that occurs during the early stages of a compartment fire is

the filling of the compartment with smoke.  Although the hot layer gas temperatures are relatively
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low [< 200 °C (392 °F)], the composition of the smoke relative to visibility and toxicity and the

vertical position of the layer are of interest.  Figure 2-4 shows this process schematically.

Figure 2-4  Smoke Filling in a Compartment Fire

2.7.1 Smoke Layer

The smoke layer can be described as the accumulated thickness of smoke below a physical or

thermal barrier (e.g., ceiling).  The smoke layer is typically not a homogeneous mixture, and it does

not typically have a uniform temperature. However, for first-order approximations, the calculation

methods presented below assume homogeneous conditions.  The smoke layer includes a transition

zone that is nonhomogeneous and separates the hot upper layer from the smoke-free air (i.e., two

zones).

2.7.2 Smoke Layer Interface Position

Figure 2-5 depicts the theoretical boundary (or interface) between a smoke layer and the smoke-

free air.  In practice, the smoke layer interface is an effective boundary within a transition buffer

zone, which can be several feet thick.  Below this effective boundary, the smoke density in the

transition zone decreases to zero.

2.7.3 Natural Ventilation (Smoke Filling): 

The Non-Steady-State Yamana and Tanaka Method

In a compartment with larger openings (windows or doors), there will be little or no buildup of

pressure attributed to the volumetric expansion of hot gases, with the exception of rapid

accumulation of mass or energy.  Thus, for the first-order approximations, pressure is assumed to

remain at the ambient pressure.  The opening flows are thus determined by the hydrostatic

pressure differences across the openings, and mass flows out of and into the compartment.

gWe also assume that the upper layer density (r ), is some average constant value at all times

throughout the smoke-filling process.
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Assuming a constant average density in the upper hot gas layer has the advantage that we can

form an analytical solution of the smoke-filling rate, where the HRR does not need to be constant

(that is, it can be allowed to change with time), and we can use the conservation of mass to arrive

at the expression for the smoke-filling rate.  When this is done, the height of the smoke layer as a

function of time is known, and we can use the conservation of energy to check the stipulated value

gof r .

Yamana and Tanaka (1985) (also reported by Karlsson and Quintiere, 1999b) developed the

expression for the height of the smoke layer interface, z, in terms of time, as follows:

              (2-10)

Where:

z = height (m) of the smoke layer interface above the floor

 = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

t = time after ignition (sec)

cA  = compartment floor area (m )2

ch  = compartment height (m)

And:

k = a constant given by the following equation:

                        (2-11)

Where:

gr  = hot gas density kg/m3

ar  = ambient density = 1.20 kg/m3

g = acceleration of gravity = 9.81 m/sec2

pc  = specific heat of air = 1.0 kJ/kg-K

aT  = ambient air temperature = 298 K.

Substituting the above numerical values in Equation 2-11, we get the following expression:

             (2-12)

gWhere density of the hot gas (r ), layer is given by:

                        (2-13)

Where:

g T  = hot gas layer temperature (K) calculated from Equation 2-1
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Calculation Procedure

g(1) Calculate r  from Equation 2-13.

(2) Calculate the constant k from Equation 2-12.

(3) Calculate the smoke layer height (z) at the some time (t) from Equation 2-10 given HRR.

2.8 Data Sources for Heat Release Rate

When an object burns, it releases a certain amount of energy per unit of time.  For most materials,

the HRR of a fuel changes with time, in relation to its chemistry, physical form, and availability of

oxidant (air), and is ordinarily expressed as kW (kJ/sec) or Btu/sec and denoted by  (1,000 kW

= 1 MW) (1 BTU/sec = 1.055 kW).

Figure 2-5 illustrates the general features of typical HRR histories.  HRR commonly demonstrates

an acceleratory growth stage, which may follow an induction stage of negligible growth.  Objects

may or may not exhibit the period of fairly steady burning illustrated in Figure 2-5 (a); this depends

on whether fuel burnout begins after the fuel surface is fully involved.  Materials that do not begin

to burn out before the fuel surface is fully involved (peak HRR) demonstrate the fairly steady

burning period exhibited in Figure 2-5 (a) until burnout begins; materials that begin to burn out

before the peak HRR is achieved are characterized by heat release curves with distinct peaks, as

illustrated in Figure 2-5 (b).  In either case, at some time following attainment of peak HRR, a decay

stage associated with fuel burnout usually occurs.  This decay stage frequently gives way to a tail

stage of relatively low HRR.  This tail stage, which may persist for an extended time, is normally

attributable to the glowing combustion that follows flaming combustion for char-forming products.

The total energy released by a material is equal to the area under the time-HRR curve.  This area

is influenced by the energy released during the tail stage, which may contribute a considerable

portion of the total energy released, but at such a slow rate that it does not constitute the significant

hazard.
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Figure 2-5  General Representation of Heat Release Rate Histories for a Fuel Package
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2.9 Identification of Fire Scenario

The first step in an FHA is to identify which target(s) to evaluate within an enclosure or

compartment.  Normally, the target is a safety-related component that is being evaluated for a

particular scenario.  However, if exposed, intervening combustibles exist between the fire source

and the safety-related component, they can become the targets for further evaluation.

Electrical cables typically serve as the primary target for most NPP analyses.  The nuclear industry

has defined two general types of electrical cables, referred to as IEEE-383 qualified and

unqualified.  These terms refer to cables that either pass or fail the IEEE-383 fire test standard,

respectively.  A damage threshold temperature of 370 °C (700 °F) and a critical heat flux of

10 kW/m  (1 Btu/ft -sec) have been selected for IEEE-383 qualified cable.  A damage threshold2 2

temperature of 218 °C (425 °F) and a critical heat flux of 5 kW/m  (0.5 Btu/ft -sec) have been2 2

selected for IEEE-383 unqualified cable.  These values are reported in several studies, including

NUREG/CR-4679, Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI), “Fire-Induced Vulnerability

Evaluation (FIVE) Methodology,” and the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) study reported

in “Combustibility of Electrical Wire and Cable for Rail Rapid Transient Systems,” DOT-TSC-UMAT-

83-4-1, May 1983.

The second step in an FHA is to identify the location of credible exposure fire sources relative to

the target being evaluated.  Exposure fires involving transient combustibles are assumed to have

an equal probability of occurring anywhere in a space, while exposure fires involving fixed

combustibles are assumed to occur at the site of the fixed combustible.  Since the hazard is greater

when a fire is located directly beneath a target, this placement is evaluated for scenarios involving

exposure fires with transient combustibles.  For fixed combustibles, the actual geometry between

the source and the target is evaluated to determine whether the target is located in the fire plume

region.

Representative unit HRR values for a number of fuels present in the NPP (e.g., electrical cables,

electrical cabinets, flammable/combustible liquids, and transient combustibles) have been

measured and reported in various reports by Lee (1985), Nowlen (1986 and 1987), Chavez (1987),

and Babrauskas (1991).  Flammable/combustible liquid spill fires and trash fires are the most

commonly postulated transient fuel exposure fires in NPPs.  Electrical cable fires and electrical

cabinet fires are the most commonly postulated fixed fuel fires.  Tables 2-4 through 2-10 show the

HRR and other data for common fixed and transient combustible materials found in NPPs.
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Table 2-4.  Measured Heat Release Rate Data for Cable Jacketing Material

(Lee, 1981)

Fuel HRR per Unit

Area

(kW/m )2

Heat of

Combustion

cDH  (kJ/kg)

PE/PVC (Polyethylene/Polyvinylchloride) 590 24,000

XPE/FRXPE

(Crosslinked Polyethylene/Fire Retardant

Crosslinked Polyethylene)

475 28,300

XPE/Neoprene 300 10,300

PE, Nylon/PVC, Nylon 230 9,200

Tefzel™ - ETFE

(Ethylenetetrafluoroethylene)

100 3,200

Table 2-5.  Measured Heat Release Rate Data for Electrical Cabinets

(Nowlen, 1986 and 1987)

Fuel  Peak HRR*

(kW)

Electrical Cabinet Filled with IEEE-383 Qualified Cables

(Vertical doors open)

 55

Electrical Cabinet Filled with IEEE-383 Qualified Cables

(Vertical doors closed)

No data 

Electrical Cabinet Filled with IEEE-383 Unqualified Cables

(Vertical doors open)

1,000

Electrical Cabinet Filled with IEEE-383 Unqualified Cables

(Vertical doors closed, vent grills only)

185

*Note: HRR contributions in the electrical cabinet are based solely on the cable insulation

material, and neglect the energy release based on the current (amperes squared

multiplied by time.)
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Table 2-6.  Measured Heat Release Rate Data for Transient Combustible Materials

(Flammable/Combustible Liquids)

Fuel HRR per Unit Area

(kW/m )2

Diesel oil  1,985

Gasoline  3,290

Kerosene  2,200

Transformer oil 1,795

Lube oil lubrication

(used in reactor coolant pump (RCP) motors and

turbine)

For lubricating oil, use HRR of

transformer oil.  Lubricating oil has

burning characteristics similar to

transformer oil. 

Table 2-7.  Measured Heat Release Rate Data for Transient Combustible Materials

(Trash) (Lee, 1985)

Fuel Peak HRR

(kW)

9.1 kg computer paper crumpled up in two plastic trash bags 110

11.4 kg rags, 7.7 paper towels. 5.9 kg plastic gloves and taps, and

5.9 kg methyl alcohol, mixed in two 50-gallon trash bags

120

13.6 kg computer paper crumpled up and divided in two 7.5 kg (50

gallon) plastic trash cans 

110

4.6 kg crumpled up computer paper and 31.8 kg folded computer

paper, evenly divided into two bags

40
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Table 2-8.  Measured Heat Release Rate Data

for Transient Combustible Materials (Plywood and Wood Pallet)

(Karlsson and Quintiere, 1999a, © CRC Press, LLC.  With permission.)

Fuel  HRR per Unit Area

(kW/m )2

Douglas fir plywood 124

Fire-retardant treated plywood 81

Wood pallets, stacked 1½ ft high 1,420

Wood pallets, stacked 5 ft high 3,970

Wood pallets, stacked 10 ft high 6,800

Wood pallets, stacked 16 ft high  10,200 

Table 2-9.  Ignition Thresholds (Pilotless within 30 seconds)

(Naval Ship’s Technical Manual, S9086-S3-STM-010/CH-555, 1993) 

Material Hot Air (Oven Effect)

°C (°F)

Hot Metal Contact

(Frying Pan Effect)

(kW/m )2

Radiant Heat Flux

(kW/m )2

Paper 230 (450) 250 (480) 20

Cloth 250 (480) 300 (570) 35

Wood 300 (570) 350 (660) 40

Cables 375 (700) 450 (840) 60

Table 2-10.  Thermal Effects on Electronics

(Naval Ship’s Technical Manual, S9086-S3-STM-010/CH-555, 1993) 

Temperature

°C (°F)

Effects

50 (120) Computer develop faults

150 (300) Permanent computer damage

250 (480) Data transmission cable fail
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2.10 Assumptions and Limitations

The methods discussed in this chapter have several assumptions and limitations.

The following assumptions and limitations apply to all forced and natural convection situations:

(1) These methods best apply to conventional-size compartments. They should be used with

caution for large compartments.

(2) These methods apply to both transient and steady-state fire growth.

(3) The HRR must be known; it does not need to be constant, and can be allowed to change

with time.

(4) Compartment geometry assumes that a given space can be analyzed as a rectangular

space with no beam pockets.  This assumption affects the smoke filling rate within a space

if the space has beam pockets.  For irregularly shaped compartments, equivalent

compartment dimensions (length, width, and height) must be calculated and should yield

slightly higher layer temperatures than would actually be expected from a fire in the given

compartment.

(5) These methods predict average temperatures and do not apply to cases in which

predication of local temperature is desired.  For example, this method should not be used

to predict detector or sprinkler actuation or the material temperatures resulting from direct

flame impingement.  

(6) Caution should be exercised when the compartment overhead are highly congested with

obstructions such as cable trays, conduits, ducts, etc. 

(7) A single heat transfer coefficient may be used for the entire inner surface of the

compartment.

(8) The heat flow to and through the compartment boundaries is unidimensional ( i.e., corners

and edges are ignored, and the boundaries are assumed to be infinite slabs).

(9) These methods assume that heat loss occurs as a result of mass flowing out through

openings.  Consequently, these methods do not apply to situations in which significant time

passes before hot gases begin leaving the compartment through openings.  This may occur

in large enclosures (e.g., turbine building), where it may take considerable time for the

smoke layer to reach the height of the opening.

The following assumptions and limitations apply only to natural convection situations:

(10) The correlations hold for compartment upper layer gas temperatures up to approximately

600 °C (1,112 °F) only for naturally ventilated spaces in which a quasi-steady balance

develops between the rates of mass inflow and outflow from the hot gas layer.

(11) These correlations assume that the fire is located in the center of the compartment or away

from the walls.  If the fire is flush with a wall or in a corner of the compartment, the MQH

correlation is not valid with coefficient 6.85.

(12) The smoke layer height correlation assumes an average constant value of upper layer

density throughout the smoke-filling process.

(13) The correlation does not allow the vent to be placed in the ceiling.
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(14) At the EPRI Fire Modeling Workshop, August 26, 2002 in Seattle, Washington, Mark Salley

asked Professor James G. Quintiere (one of the authors of the MQH method) what limits

apply to compartment size when using the MQH equation.  Professor Quintiere replied that

the correlation will work for any size compartment since it is a dimensionless equation.

Professor Quintiere also stated that should be limited by the following expressions:

Where:

mass loss rate of fuel (kg/sec)

cDH  = heat of combustion (kJ/kg)

vA  = area of ventilation opening (m )2

vh  = Height of ventilation opening (m)

The following assumptions and limitations apply only to forced convection situations:

(15) These correlations assume that the test compartment is open to the outside at the inlet, and

its pressure is fixed near 1 atmosphere.

(16) These correlations do not explicitly account for evaluation of the fire source.

(17) These correlations assume that the fire is located in the center of the compartment or away

from the walls.  If the fire is flush with a wall or in a corner of the compartment, the Foot,

Pagni, and Alvares (FPA) correlation is not valid with coefficient 0.63.

2.11 Required Input for Spreadsheet Calculations

The user must obtain the following values before attempting a calculation using the natural or

forced ventilation spreadsheets:

(1) Compartment width (ft)

(2) Compartment length (ft)

(3) Compartment height (ft)

(4) Interior lining material thickness (in)

(6) Fire heat release rate, HRR (kW)

The user must obtain the following values before attempting a calculation using the natural

ventilation spreadsheets:

(7) Vent width (ft)

(8) Vent height (ft)

(9) Top of vent from floor (ft)

The user must obtain the following values before attempting a calculation using the forced

ventilation spreadsheets:

(10) Forced ventilation rate (cfm)
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2.12 Cautions

(1) Use the appropriate spreadsheet (02.1_Temperature_NV.xls, 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls,

or 02.3_Temperature_CC.xls) in the CD ROM for calculation.

(2) Make sure to input values using correct units.

(3) The smoke layer height is a conservative estimate and is only intended to provide

an indication of where the hot gas layer is located.  Calculated smoke layer heights below

the vent height are not creditable since the calculation does not account for smoke exiting

the vent!

2.13 Summary

Determination of hot gas layer temperatures and smoke layer height associated with compartment

fires provides a means of assessing an important aspect of fire hazard, namely the likelihood of

hazardous conditions when structural elements are in danger of collapsing, and the thermal

feedback to fuel sources or other objects.

When doors and/or windows provide the air for the fire, natural ventilation occurs, and the MQH

correlation applies to the prediction of hot gas temperature.  The correlation is relatively

straightforward, and it yields reasonable results when applied to most situations.  Specifically, the

correlation gives the temperature increase of the hot gas layer as a function of three primary

variables:

(1) fire size ( , HRR)

k T(2) energy losses to the walls (h , A )

v v(3) energy loss through vents (A ph )

Forced ventilation can have a significant effect on fire growth, the temperature profile in the

compartment, the spread of toxic fire gases, and the descent of the hot gas layer in a multi-room

building.  The magnitude of this effect, of course, depends on the HRR of the combustibles and the

amount and configuration of the forced ventilation.  Depending on the arrangement of the supply

and exhaust vents, forced ventilation affects the compartment’s thermal environment and sensitive

equipment, as it relates to the descent of the hot gas layer.  For situations involving forced

ventilation, the FPA correlation is applied to the prediction of hot gas temperature.  Specifically the

FPA correlation gives the temperature increase of the hot gas layer as a function of three primary

variables:

(1) fire size ( , HRR)

k T(2) energy losses to the walls (h , A )

p a(3) energy loss through vents ( c T )

The depth (or height) of the growing smoke layer increases with time, but it does not change once

the smoke layer has reached equilibrium.  Unsteady fires do not have a plateau or upper limit for

the rate of heat release.  In addition, unsteady fires may have a less rapid buildup of pressure.  One

approach is to relate the interface of a growing smoke layer for an unsteady fire to a t  fire profile.2
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Example Problem 2-1: Compartment with Natural Ventilation

2.16 Problems

2.16.1 Natural Ventilation

Example Problem 2.16.1-1

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 15 ft wide x 15 ft long x 10 ft high (w  x l  x h ), with a simple vent

v vthat is 4 ft wide x 6 ft tall (w  x h ).  The fire is constant with an HRR of 500 kW.  Compute the hot

gas layer temperature in the compartment and smoke layer height at 2 minutes assuming that the

compartment interior boundary material is (a) 1 ft thick concrete and (b) 1.0 inch thick gypsum

board.  Assume that the top of the vent is 6 ft.

Solution

Purpose:

For two different interior boundary materials determine following:

g(1) The hot gas layer temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 2 min after ignition

(2) The smoke layer height (z) at t = 2 min after ignition

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry (no beam pockets)

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant heat release rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) For concrete: 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls (click on Temperature_ NV Thermally Thick)

(b) For gypsum board: 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls (click on Temperature_ NV Thermally

Thin)

Note: Since concrete thickness is greater than one inch, it is necessary to use the

correlations for thermally thick material.  However, since the gypsum board thickness

is equal to 1 inch, it is necessary to use correlations for thermally thin material.

FDT  Input Parameters: (for both spreadsheets)s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 15 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 10 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 4 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 6 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 6 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 12 in.(concrete) and 1 in. (gypsum board)

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 F°

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Concrete and Gypsum Board on the respective FDTs

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 500 kW

- Time after ignition (t) = 2 min

Results*

Interior Boundary

Material
gHot Gas Layer Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

(Method of MQH)

Smoke Layer Height (z)

z m (ft)

(Method of Yamana and Tanaka)

Concrete 147 (296) 1.83 (6.00)

T(smoke exiting vent, z < V )

Gypsum Board 218 (425) 1.83 (6.00)

(compartment filled with smoke

*see spreadsheet on next page at t = 2 min
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Spreadsheet Calculations

(a) Boundary Material: Concrete

FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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(b) Boundary Material: Gypsum Board

FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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Example Problem 2-2: Compartment with Natural Ventilation

Example Problem 2.16.1-2

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 12 ft wide x 10 ft long x 8 ft high (w  x l  x h ) with a simple vent 3 ft

v vwide x 4 ft tall (w  x h ).  The construction is essentially 0.5 ft thick gypsum board.  The fire is

constant with an HRR of 300 kW.  Assume that the top of the vent is 4 ft.  Compute the hot gas

temperature in the compartment, as well as the smoke layer height at 2 minutes.

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) The hot gas layer temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 2 min after ignition

(2) The smoke layer height (z) at t = 2 min after ignition

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry (no beam pockets)

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant Heat Release Rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

Note: Since the gypsum board is greater than 1 inch, it is necessary to use the

correlations for thermally thick material.

FDT  Input Parameters:s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 12 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 10 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 8 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 3 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 4 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 4 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 6 in

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Gypsum Board on the FDTs

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 300 kW

Results*

gHot Gas Layer Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

(Method of MQH)

Smoke Layer Height (z)

 m (ft)

(Method of Yamana and Tanaka)

249 (480) 1.22 (4.00)

T(smoke exiting vent, z < V )

   *see attached spreadsheet on next page at t = 2 min
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Spreadsheet Calculations

FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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Example Problem 2-3:  Compartment with Natural Ventilation

Example Problem 2.16.1-3

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 8 ft wide x 8 ft long x 6 ft high (w  x l  x h ) with a simple vent that

v vis 2 ft wide x 3 ft tall (w  x h ).  The construction is essentially 0.75 ft thick concrete.  The fire is

constant with an HRR of 1,000 kW.  Assume that the top of the vent is 3 ft.  Compute the hot gas

temperature in the compartment, as well as the smoke layer height at 3 minutes.

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) Determine the hot gas layer temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 3 min after

ignition

(2) Determine the smoke layer height (z) at t = 3 min after ignition

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry (no beam pockets)

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant Heat Release Rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls

Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.1_Temperature_NV.xls

Note: Since concrete thickness is greater than 1 inch, it is necessary to use the

correlations for thermally thick material.
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FDT  Input Parameters:s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 8 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 8 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 6 ft

v- Vent Width (w ) = 2 ft

v- Vent Height (h ) = 3 ft

T- Top of Vent from Floor (V ) = 3 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 9 in

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Concrete on the FDTs

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 1,000 kW

Results*:

gHot Gas Layer Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

(Method of MQH)

Smoke Layer Height (z)

 m (ft)

(Method of Yamana and Tanaka)

571 (1,060) 0.91 (3.00)

compartment filled with smoke)

   *see spreadsheet on next page at t = 3 min
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Spreadsheet Calculations

FDT : 02.1_Temperature_NV.xlss
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Example Problem 2-4: Compartment with Forced Ventilation

2.16.2 Forced Ventilation

Example Problem 2.16.2-1

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 16 ft wide x 16 ft long x 12 ft high (w  x l  x h ), with a vent opening

v vthat is 3 ft wide x 7 ft tall (w  x h ).  The forced ventilation rate is 1,000 cfm (exhaust).  Calculate the

hot gas layer temperature for a fire size of 500 kW at 2 minutes after ignition.  The compartment

boundaries are made of (a) 1 ft thick concrete and (b) 0.7 inch thick gypsum board.

Solution

Purpose:

For two different interior lining materials determine the hot gas layer temperature in the

gcompartment (T ) at t = 2 min after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry (no beam pockets)

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant Heat Release Rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls

(6) The bottom of the vent is at the floor level

(7) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure = 1 atm)
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) For Concrete:

02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

(b) For Gypsum Board:

02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

 

Note: Since concrete thickness is greater than one inch, it is necessary to use the

correlations for thermally thick material.  However, since gypsum board thickness is less

than 1 inch, it is necessary to use correlations for thermally thin material.  Also, each

gspreadsheet has a different method to calculate the hot gas layer temperature (T ).

We are going to use both methods to compare the results.

FDT  Input Parameters: (for both spreadsheets)s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 16 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 16 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 12 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 12 in (concrete) and .7in (gypsum board)

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Concrete and Gypsum Board on the respective FDTs

- Compartment Mass Ventilation Rate (m) = 1,000 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 500 kW

- Time after ignition (t) = 2 min.

Results*

Boundary Material gHot Layer Gas Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

Method of Foote, Pagni

& Alvares (FPA)

Method of Deal

& Beyler

Concrete 142 (288) 87 (190)

Gypsum Board 218 (426) 223 (452)

    *see spreadsheets on next page at t = 2 min.
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Spreadsheet Calculations

(a) Boundary Material: Concrete

FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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(b) Boundary Material: Gypsum Board

FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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Example Problem 2-5: Compartment with Forced Ventilation

Example Problem 2.16.2-2

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 12 ft wide x 10 ft long x 8 ft high (w  x l  x h ) with a vent opening

v vthat is 3 ft wide x 7 ft tall (w  x h ).  The compartment boundaries are made of 0.5 ft thick gypsum

board. The forced ventilation rate is 800 cfm (exhaust).  Calculate the hot gas layer temperature

in the compartment for a fire size of 300 kW at 2 minutes.

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) Determine the hot gas layer temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 2 min

after ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry: no beam pockets

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant Heat Release Rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls

(6) The bottom of the vent is at the floor level

(7) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure = 1 atm)
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

Note: Since gypsum board thickness is more than 1 inch, it is required to use

correlations for thermally thick materials.  Also, the spreadsheet has two different

methods to calculate the hot gas layer temperature.  Both methods are presented for

comparison.

FDT  Input Parameters:s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 12 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 10 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 8 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 6 in

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Gypsum Board on the FDTs

- Compartment Mass Ventilation Rate = 800 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 300 kW

Results*

gBoundary Material Hot Layer Gas Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

Method of Foote, Pagni &

Alvares (FPA)

Method of Deal &

Beyler

Gypsum Board 216 (423) 256 (493)

    *see spreadsheet on next page at t = 2 min
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Spreadsheet Calculations

FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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Problem 2.16.2-3

Problem Statement

c c cConsider a compartment that is 8 ft wide x 8 ft long x 6 ft high (w  x l  x h ).  The compartment

boundaries are made of 0.75 ft thick brick. The forced ventilation rate is 400 cfm (exhaust).

Calculate the hot gas layer temperature in the compartment for a fire size of 500 kW at 2 minutes.

Example Problem  2-6: Compartment with Forced Ventilation

Solution

Purpose:

g(1) Determine the hot gas layer temperature in the compartment (T ) at t = 2 min after

ignition.

Assumptions:

(1) Air properties (ambient) at 77 °F (25 °C)

(2) Simple rectangular geometry (no beam pockets)

(3) One-dimensional heat flow through the compartment boundaries

(4) Constant Heat Release Rate (HRR)

(5) The fire is located at the center of the compartment or away from the walls

(6) The bottom of the vent is at the floor level

(7) The compartment is open to the outside at the inlet (pressure = 1 atm)
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Spreadsheet (FDT ) Information:s

Use the following FDT :s

(a) 02.2_Temperature_FV.xls

Note: Since the interior lining material thickness is more than 1 inch, it is required to use

correlations for thermally thick materials.  Also, the spreadsheet has two different

methods to calculate the hot gas layer temperature.  We are going to use both methods

to compare values.

FDT  Input Parameters:s

c- Compartment Width (w ) = 8 ft

c- Compartment Length (l ) = 8 ft

c- Compartment Height (h ) = 6 ft

- Interior Lining Thickness (*) = 9 in

a- Ambient Air Temperature (T ) = 77 °F

p- Specific Heat of Air (c )= 1 kJ/kg-K

- Material: Select Brick on the FDTs

- Compartment Mass Ventilation Rate = 400 cfm

- Fire Heat Release Rate = 500 kW

Results*

gBoundary Material Hot Layer Gas Temperature (T )

°C (°F)

Method of Foote, Pagni &

Alvares (FPA)

Method of Deal &

Beyler

Brick 321 (611) 330 (626)

*see spreadsheet on next page at t = 2 min.
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Spreadsheet Calculations

FDT : 02.2_Temperature_FV.xlss
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ERRATA
NUREG-1805 Fire Dynamics Tools (FDT)s  - Quantitative Fire Hazard Analysis Methods for the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fire Protection Inspection Program

Page 5-12, Equation 5-15
Replace 

by



Page 17-2, Table 17-1

Replace

Table 17-1.  Standard Time-Temperature Curve Points

Time Temperature /C (/F)

5 min 38 (100)

10 min 704 (1,300)

30 min 843 (1,550)

1 hr 927 (1,700)

2 hr 1,010 (1,850)

4 hr 1,093 (2,000)

By

Table 17-1.  Standard Time-Temperature Curve Points

Time Temperature /C (/F)

5 min 538 (1,000)

10 min 704 (1,300)

30 min 843 (1,550)

1 hr 927 (1,700)

2 hr 1,010 (1,850)

4 hr 1,093 (2,000)

8 hr 1,260 (2,300)



Page 2-12, Equation (2-6)

Replace 

    

By

And:
∆Tg = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Tg - Ta) (K)
k    = thermal conductivity of the interior lining (kW/m-K)
AT = area of the compartment boundaries surface (m2)
ρ = density of the interior lining (kg/m3) 
c  = thermal capacity of the interior lining (kJ/kg-K)

 = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

m = mass of the gas in the compartment (kg)
cp = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-k)
t = exposure time (sec)


	Chapter 2


Temperature-NV

		CHAPTER 2.  PREDICTING HOT GAS LAYER TEMPERATURE AND SMOKE

		LAYER HEIGHT IN A ROOM FIRE WITH NATURAL VENTILATION

		COMPARTMENT WITH THERMALLY THICK/THIN BOUNDARIES

		Version 1805.0

		The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height in enclosure fire.

		Parameters in YELLOW CELLS are Entered by the User.

		Parameters in GREEN CELLS are Automatically Selected from the DROP DOWN MENU for the Material Selected.

		All subsequent output values are calculated by the spreadsheet and based on values specified in the input

		parameters.  This spreadsheet is protected and secure to avoid errors due to a wrong entry in a cell(s).

		The chapter in the NUREG should be read before an analysis is made.

		INPUT PARAMETERS

		COMPARTMENT INFORMATION

				Compartment Width (wc)								15.00		ft		4.572		m

				Compartment Length (lc)								15.00		ft		4.572		m

				Compartment Height (hc)								10.00		ft		3.048		m

																						STOP - VT ≥ hv

				Vent Width (wv)								4.00		ft		1.219		m

				Vent Height (hv)								6.00		ft		1.829		m

				Top of Vent from Floor (VT)								6.00		ft		1.829		m		0

				Interior Lining Thickness (d)								12.00		in		0.3048		m				STOP - d > 1 inch

		AMBIENT CONDITIONS

				Ambient Air Temperature (Ta)								77.00		°F		25.00		°C

																298.00		K

				Specific Heat of Air (cp)								1.00		kJ/kg-K

				Ambient Air Density (ra)								1.18		kg/m3

		THERMAL PROPERTIES OF COMPARTMENT ENCLOSING SURFACES FOR

				Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (krc)								2.9		(kW/m2-K)2-sec

				Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k)								0.0016		kW/m-K

				Interior Lining Specific Heat (c)								0.75		kJ/kg-K

				Interior Lining Density (r)								2400		kg/m3

				Note:  Air density will automatically correct with Ambient Air Temperature (Ta) Input

		EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR COMMON INTERIOR LINING MATERIALS

				Material				krc		k		c		r		Select Material

								(kW/m2-K)2-sec		(kW/m-K)		(kJ/kg-K)		(kg/m3)

				Aluminum (pure)				500		0.206		0.895		2710		Scroll to desired material then

				Steel (0.5% Carbon)				197		0.054		0.465		7850		Click the selection

				Concrete				2.9		0.0016		0.75		2400

				Brick				1.7		0.0008		0.8		2600

				Glass, Plate				1.6		0.00076		0.8		2710

				Brick/Concrete Block				1.2		0.00073		0.84		1900

				Gypsum Board				0.18		0.00017		1.1		960

				Plywood				0.16		0.00012		2.5		540

				Fiber Insulation Board				0.16		0.00053		1.25		240

				Chipboard				0.15		0.00015		1.25		800

				Aerated Concrete				0.12		0.00026		0.96		500

				Plasterboard				0.12		0.00016		0.84		950

				Calcium Silicate Board				0.098		0.00013		1.12		700

				Alumina Silicate Block				0.036		0.00014		1		260

				Glass Fiber Insulation				0.0018		0.000037		0.8		60

				Expanded Polystyrene				0.001		0.000034		1.5		20

				User Specified Value				Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value

				Reference:  Klote, J., J. Milke, Principles of Smoke Management, 2002, Page 270.

		FIRE SPECIFICATIONS

				Fire Heat Release Rate (Q)								500.00		kW

												Calculate

		METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD (MQH)

				Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002, Page 3-175.

				DTg = 6.85 [Q2/(Av(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				Where		DTg = Tg - Ta = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (K)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						Av = area of ventilation opening (m2)

						hv = height of ventilation opening (m)

						hk = convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries excluding area of vent openings (m2)

				Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation

				Av =		(wv) (hv)

				Where		Av = area of ventilation opening (m2)

						wv = vent width (m)

						hv = vent height (m)

				Av =		2.23		m2

				Thermal Penetration Time Calculation

				tp =		(rcp/k) (d/2)2

				Where		tp = thermal penetration time (sec)

						r = interior construction density (kg/m3)

						cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/kg-K)

						k = interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K)

						d = interior construction thickness (m)

				tp =		26128.98		sec

				Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation

				hk =		√(krc/t)		for t < tp		or            (k/d)		for t > tp

				Where		hk = heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-K)2-sec

						(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise)

						t = time after ignition (sec)

						See table below for results

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		[2(wc x lc) + 2(hc x wc) + 2(hc x lc)] - Av

				Where		AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries excluding area of vent openings (m2)

						wc = compartment width (m)

						lc = compartment length (m)

						hc = compartment height (m)

						Av = area of ventilation opening (m2)

				AT =		95.32		m2

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation

				DTg = 6.85 [Q2/(Av(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				DTg =		Tg - Ta

				Tg =		DTg + Ta

				Time After Ignition (t)				hk		DTg		Tg		Tg		Tg						STOP - DO NOT USE THIS WORKSHEET IF HOT

				(min)		(sec)		(kW/m2-K)		(K)		(K)		(°C)		(°F)						GAS LAYER TEMPERATURE EXCEED 1112 °F

				0		0.00		-		-		298.00		25.00		77.00

				1		60		0.22		108.34		406.34		133.34		272.02

				2		120		0.16		121.61		419.61		146.61		295.90

				3		180		0.13		130.11		428.11		155.11		311.20

				4		240		0.11		136.50		434.50		161.50		322.70

				5		300		0.10		141.67		439.67		166.67		332.01

				10		600		0.07		159.02		457.02		184.02		363.24

				15		900		0.06		170.14		468.14		195.14		383.26

				20		1200		0.05		178.50		476.50		203.50		398.30

				25		1500		0.04		185.26		483.26		210.26		410.47

				30		1800		0.04		190.98		488.98		215.98		420.76

				35		2100		0.04		195.95		493.95		220.95		429.71

				40		2400		0.03		200.36		498.36		225.36		437.64

				45		2700		0.03		204.33		502.33		229.33		444.79

				50		3000		0.03		207.95		505.95		232.95		451.31

				55		3300		0.03		211.28		509.28		236.28		457.30

				60		3600		0.03		214.37		512.37		239.37		462.86

		ESTIMATING SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT

		METHOD OF YAMANA AND TANAKA

				z = ((2kQ1/3t/3Ac) + (1/hc(2/3)))-3/2

				Where		z = smoke layer height (m)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						t = time after ignition (sec)

						hc = compartment height (m)

						Ac = compartment floor area (m2)

						k = a constant given by k = 0.076/rg

						rg = hot gas layer density (kg/m3)

						rg is given by rg = 353/Tg

						Tg = hot gas layer temperature (K)

				Compartment Area Calculation

				Ac =		(wc) (lc)

				Where		Ac = compartment floor area (m2)

						wc = compartment width (m)

						lc = compartment length (m)

				Ac =		20.90		m2

				Hot Gas Layer Density Calculation

				rg =		353/Tg

				Calculation for Constant K

				k =		0.076/rg

				Smoke Gas Layer Height With Natural Ventilation

				z =		[(2kQ1/3t/3Ac] + (1/hc2/3))-3/2

				Caution! The smoke layer height is a conservative estimate and is only

				intended to provide an indication where the hot gas layer is located.  Calculated

				smoke layer height below the vent height are not creditable since the calculation

				is not accounting for the smoke exiting the vent.

						Time		rg		Constant (k)		Smoke Layer height		Smoke Layer height

						(min)		(kg/m3)		(kW/m-K)		z (m)		z (ft)

						0		1.18		0.064		3.05		10.00

						1		0.87		0.087		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						2		0.84		0.090		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						3		0.82		0.092		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						4		0.81		0.094		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						5		0.80		0.095		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						10		0.77		0.098		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						15		0.75		0.101		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						20		0.74		0.103		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						25		0.73		0.104		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						30		0.72		0.105		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						35		0.71		0.106		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						40		0.71		0.107		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						45		0.70		0.108		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						50		0.70		0.109		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						55		0.69		0.110		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

						60		0.69		0.110		1.83		6.00		CAUTION: SMOKE IS EXITING OUT VENT

				The above calculations are based on principles developed in the SFPE Handbook of Fire

				Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002.																		STOP - IF Z ≥ VT, SMOKE EXITING VENT

				Calculations are based on certain assumptions and have inherent limitations.  The results of such

				calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a given situation, and should

				only be interpreted by an informed user.

				Although each calculation in the spreadsheet has been verified with the results of hand calculation,

				there is no absolute guarantee of the accuracy of these calculations.

				Any questions, comments, concerns, and suggestions, or to report an error(s) in the spreadsheet,

				please send an email to nxi@nrc.gov. or mxs3@nrc.gov

		Prepared by:				Date				Organization

		Checked by:				Date				Organization

		Additional Information

		Revision Log		Description of Revision												Date

		1805.0		Original issue with final text.												January 2005
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Hot Gas Temperature

Time (min)

Temperature (°F)

Hot Gas Layer Temperature
Natural Ventilation (MQH Method)



		



Smoke Gas Layer Height

Time (min)

Height from Floor (ft)

Smoke Layer Height
Natural Ventilation (Method of Yamana and Tanaka)



This default value (1.00) is the most appropriate value for the majority of analyses.  You may change this value for your specific application.  If you change this value please ensure that it is appropriate.
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Worksheet 1

		METHOD FOR PREDICTING TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE WITH

						NATURAL VENTILATION

		The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature in enclosure fire.

		Parameters should be specified ONLY IN THE RED INPUT PARAMETER BOXES.

		All subsequent values are calculated by the spreadsheet, and based on values specified in the

		input parameters.

		INPUT PARAMETERS

		COMPARTMENT INFORMATION

				Compartment Width (wc)								15.00		feet		4.572		m

				Compartment Length (lc)								15.00		feet		4.572		m

				Compartment Height (hc)								10.00		feet		3.048		m

				Vent Width (wv)								4.00		feet		1.2192		m

				Vent Height (hv)								6.00		feet		1.8288		m

				Interior Lining Thickness (d)								1.00		feet		0.3048		m

		AMBIENT CONDITIONS

				Ambient Air Temperature (T0)								77.00		°F		25		°C

																298		K

				Specific Heat of Air (cp)								1		kJ/kg-K

				Ambient air Density (r0)								1.18		kg/m3

		THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSING SURFACES

				Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (krc)								2		(kW/m2-°C)2-sec

				Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k)								0.0014		kW/m-K

				Interior Lining Specific Heat (cp)								0.88		kJ/kg-K

				Interior Lining Density (r)								2000		kg/m3

				INTERIOR LINING TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES for common materials:

				Matetial				k		r		cp		krc

								(kW/m-°C)		(kg/m3)		(kJ/kg-K)		(kW/m2-°C)2-sec

				Concrete				1.0 x 10-3		2000		0.88		2.0

				Gypsum Board				5.0 x 10-4		1440		0.84		0.60

				Steel				5.0 x 10-3		1600		0.46		150

				Wood				1.5 x 10-4		420		2.72		0.30

				Reference  Quintiere, James. Principles of Fire Behavior. (Page 187)

		FIRE SPECIFICATIONS

				Fire Heat Release Rate (Q)								500.00		kW

				Time After Ignition (t)								100.00		sec

		METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD (MQH)

				Reference  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering 2nd Edition (Page 3-139)

				DTg = 6.85[Q2/(A0(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				Where		DTg = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Tg-T0) (K)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						A0 = area of ventilation opening (m2)

						hv = height of ventilation opening (m)

						hk = heat trensfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

				Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation

				A0 =		(wv)(hv)

				A0 =		2.22967296		m2

				Thermal Penetration Time Calculation

				tp =		(rcp/k)(d/2)2

				Where		r = interior construction density (kg/m3)

						cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/Kg-K)

						k = interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K)

						d = interior construction thickness (m)

				tp =		29198.0982857143		sec, which is over 8 hours, so the conduction will be transient for a

								long time

				Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation

				hk =		(krc/t)1/2		for t < tp

				Where		krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-°C)2-sec

						(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise)

						t = time after ignition (sec)

				hk =		0.1414213562		kW/m2-°C

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		[2(wcxlc) + 2(hcxwc) + 2(hcxlc)] - A0

				AT =		95.31851904		m2

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation

				DTg = 6.85[Q2/(A0(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				DTg =		125.51		K

				DTg =		Tg-T0

				Tg =		DTg+T0

				Tg=		423.51		K

				Tg=		150.51		°C		302.91		°F		ANSWER

				NOTE

				The above calculations are based on principles developed in the Society of Fire

				Protection Engineers (SFPE) Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition 1995.

				Calculations are based on certain assumptions and has inherent limitations.  The results

				of such calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a

				given situation, and should only be interpreted by an informed user.
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Temperature-FV

		CHAPTER 2.  PREDICTING HOT GAS LAYER TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM

		FIRE WITH FORCED VENTILATION

		COMPARTMENT WITH THERMALLY THICK/THIN BOUNDARIES

		Version 1805.0

		The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height in enclosure fire.

		Parameters in YELLOW CELLS are Entered by the User.

		Parameters in GREEN CELLS are Automatically Selected from the DROP DOWN MENU for the Material Selected.

		All subsequent output values are calculated by the spreadsheet and based on values specified in the input

		parameters.  This spreadsheet is protected and secure to avoid errors due to a wrong entry in a cell(s).

		The chapter in the NUREG should be read before an analysis is made.

		INPUT PARAMETERS

		COMPARTMENT INFORMATION

				Compartment Width (wc)								16.00		ft		4.88		m

				Compartment Length (lc)								16.00		ft		4.88		m

				Compartment Height (hc)								12.00		ft		3.66		m

				Interior Lining Thickness (d)								12.00		in		0.3048		m				STOP - d > 1 inch

		AMBIENT CONDITIONS

				Ambient Air Temperature (Ta)								77.00		°F		25.00		°C

																298.00		K

				Specific Heat of Air (cp)								1.00		kJ/kg-K

				Ambient Air Density (ra)								1.18		kg/m3

		THERMAL PROPERTIES OF COMPARTMENT ENCLOSING SURFACES

				Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (krc)								2.9		(kW/m2-K)2-sec

				Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k)								0.0016		kW/m-K

				Interior Lining Specific Heat (c)								0.75		kJ/kg-K

				Interior Lining Density (r)								2400		kg/m3

				Note:  Air density will automatically correct with Ambient Air Temperature (Ta) Input

		THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR COMMON INTERIOR LINING MATERIALS

				Material				krc		k		c		r		Select Material

								(kW/m2-K)2-sec		(kW/m-K)		(kJ/kg-K)		(kg/m3)

				Aluminum (pure)				500		0.206		0.895		2710		Scroll to desired material then

				Steel (0.5% Carbon)				197		0.054		0.465		7850		Click on selection

				Concrete				2.9		0.0016		0.75		2400

				Brick				1.7		0.0008		0.8		2600

				Glass, Plate				1.6		0.00076		0.8		2710

				Brick/Concrete Block				1.2		0.00073		0.84		1900

				Gypsum Board				0.18		0.00017		1.1		960

				Plywood				0.16		0.00012		2.5		540

				Fiber Insulation Board				0.16		0.00053		1.25		240

				Chipboard				0.15		0.00015		1.25		800

				Aerated Concrete				0.12		0.00026		0.96		500

				Plasterboard				0.12		0.00016		0.84		950

				Calcium Silicate Board				0.098		0.00013		1.12		700

				Alumina Silicate Block				0.036		0.00014		1		260

				Glass Fiber Insulation				0.0018		0.000037		0.8		60

				Expanded Polystyrene				0.001		0.000034		1.5		20

				User Specified Value				Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value

				Reference:  Klote, J., J. Milke, Principles of Smoke Management, 2002 Page 270.

		COMPARTMENT MASS VENTILATION FLOW RATE

				Forced Ventilation Flow Rate (m)								1000.00		cfm		0.472		m3/sec

																0.559		kg/sec

		FIRE SPECIFICATIONS

				Fire Heat Release Rate (Q)								500.00		kW

												Calculate

		METHOD OF FOOTE, PAGNI, AND ALVARES (FPA)

				Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002, Page 3-177.

				DTg/Ta = 0.63(Q/mcpTa)0.72(hkAT/mcp)-0.36

				Where		DTg = Tg - Ta = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (K)

						Ta = ambient air temperature (K)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						m = compartment mass ventilation flow rate (kg/sec)

						cp = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-K)

						hk = convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

				Thermal Penetration Time Calculation

				tp =		(rcp/k) (d/2)2

				Where		tp = thermal penetration time (sec)

						r = interior construction density (kg/m3)

						cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/kg-K)

						k = interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K)

						d = interior construction thickness (m)

				tp =		26128.98		sec

				Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation

				hk =		√(krc/t)		for t < tp		or           (k/d)		for t > tp

				Where		hk = heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-K)2-sec

						(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise)

						t = time after ignition (sec)

						See table below for results

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		2 (wc x lc) + 2 (hc x wc) + 2 (hc x lc)

				Where		AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

						wc = compartment width (m)

						lc = compartment length (m)

						hc = compartment height (m)

						Av = area of ventilation opening (m2)

				AT =		118.92		m2

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Forced Ventilation

				DTg/Ta = 0.63(Q/mcpT0)0.72(hkAT/mcp)-0.36

				DTg =		Tg - Ta

				Tg =		DTg + Ta

				Time After Ignition (t)				hk		DTg/T0		DTg		Tg		Tg		Tg

				(min)		(sec)		(kW/m2-K)				(K)		(K)		(°C)		(°F)

				0		0		-		-		-		298.00		25.00		77.00

				1		60		0.22		0.35		103.76		401.76		128.76		263.77

				2		120		0.16		0.39		117.55		415.55		142.55		288.59

				3		180		0.13		0.42		126.45		424.45		151.45		304.61

				4		240		0.11		0.45		133.17		431.17		158.17		316.71

				5		300		0.10		0.47		138.63		436.63		163.63		326.54

				10		600		0.07		0.53		157.05		455.05		182.05		359.70

				15		900		0.06		0.57		168.94		466.94		193.94		381.10

				20		1200		0.05		0.60		177.92		475.92		202.92		397.26

				25		1500		0.04		0.62		185.21		483.21		210.21		410.39

				30		1800		0.04		0.64		191.39		489.39		216.39		421.51

				35		2100		0.04		0.66		196.78		494.78		221.78		431.20

				40		2400		0.03		0.68		201.57		499.57		226.57		439.82

				45		2700		0.03		0.69		205.88		503.88		230.88		447.59

				50		3000		0.03		0.70		209.83		507.83		234.83		454.69

				55		3300		0.03		0.72		213.46		511.46		238.46		461.22

				60		3600		0.03		0.73		216.83		514.83		241.83		467.29

		METHOD OF DEAL AND BEYLER

				Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002, Page 3-178.

				Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation

				hk =		0.4 √(krc / t)		for t < tp

				Where		hk = heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-K)2-sec

						(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise)

						d = thickness of interior lining  (m)

				hk =		0.088		kW/m2-K

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		2(w c x lc) + 2(h c x wc) + 2(hc x lc)

				AT =		118.92		m2

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Forced Ventilation

				DTg = Q / (m cp + hk AT)

				Where		DTg = Tg - Ta = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (K)

						Ta = ambient air temperature (K)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						m = compartment mass ventilation flow rate (kg/sec)

						cp = specific heat of air (kJ/Kg-K)

						hk = convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

				Time After Ignition (t)				hk		DTg		Tg		Tg		Tg

				(min)		(sec)		(kW/m2-K)		(K)		(K)		(°C)		(°F)

				0		0		-		-		298.00		25.00		77.00

				1		60		0.09		45.39		343.39		70.39		158.70

				2		120		0.06		62.87		360.87		87.87		190.16

				3		180		0.05		75.80		373.80		100.80		213.43

				4		240		0.04		86.39		384.39		111.39		232.50

				5		300		0.04		95.50		393.50		120.50		248.90

				10		600		0.03		129.33		427.33		154.33		309.80

				15		900		0.02		153.41		451.41		178.41		353.15

				20		1200		0.02		172.57		470.57		197.57		387.62

				25		1500		0.02		188.64		486.64		213.64		416.55

				30		1800		0.02		202.57		500.57		227.57		441.62

				35		2100		0.01		214.90		512.90		239.90		463.82

				40		2400		0.01		225.99		523.99		250.99		483.78

				45		2700		0.01		236.08		534.08		261.08		501.94

				50		3000		0.01		245.34		543.34		270.34		518.62

				55		3300		0.01		253.92		551.92		278.92		534.06

				60		3600		0.01		261.90		559.90		286.90		548.43

				The above calculations are based on principles developed in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection

				Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002.

				Calculations are based on certain assumptions and have inherent limitations.  The results of such

				calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a given situation, and should

				only be interpreted by an informed user.

				Although each calculation in the spreadsheet has been verified with the results of hand calculation,

				there is no absolute guarantee of the accuracy of these calculations.

				Any questions, comments, concerns, and suggestions, or to report an error(s) in the spreadsheet,

				please send an email to nxi@nrc.gov or mxs3@nrc.gov.

		Prepared by:				Date				Organization

		Checked by:				Date				Organization

		Additional Information

		Revision Log		Description of Revision														Date

		1805.0		Original issue with final text.														January 2005
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Worksheet 1

		METHOD FOR PREDICTING TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE WITH

						NATURAL VENTILATION

		The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature in enclosure fire.

		Parameters should be specified ONLY IN THE RED INPUT PARAMETER BOXES.

		All subsequent values are calculated by the spreadsheet, and based on values specified in the

		input parameters.

		INPUT PARAMETERS

		COMPARTMENT INFORMATION

				Compartment Width (wc)								15.00		feet		4.572		m

				Compartment Length (lc)								15.00		feet		4.572		m

				Compartment Height (hc)								10.00		feet		3.048		m

				Vent Width (wv)								4.00		feet		1.2192		m

				Vent Height (hv)								6.00		feet		1.8288		m

				Interior Lining Thickness (d)								1.00		feet		0.3048		m

		AMBIENT CONDITIONS

				Ambient Air Temperature (T0)								77.00		°F		25		°C

																298		K

				Specific Heat of Air (cp)								1		kJ/kg-K

				Ambient air Density (r0)								1.18		kg/m3

		THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSING SURFACES

				Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (krc)								2		(kW/m2-°C)2-sec

				Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k)								0.0014		kW/m-K

				Interior Lining Specific Heat (cp)								0.88		kJ/kg-K

				Interior Lining Density (r)								2000		kg/m3

				INTERIOR LINING TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES for common materials:

				Matetial				k		r		cp		krc

								(kW/m-°C)		(kg/m3)		(kJ/kg-K)		(kW/m2-°C)2-sec

				Concrete				1.0 x 10-3		2000		0.88		2.0

				Gypsum Board				5.0 x 10-4		1440		0.84		0.60

				Steel				5.0 x 10-3		1600		0.46		150

				Wood				1.5 x 10-4		420		2.72		0.30

				Reference  Quintiere, James. Principles of Fire Behavior. (Page 187)

		FIRE SPECIFICATIONS

				Fire Heat Release Rate (Q)								500.00		kW

				Time After Ignition (t)								100.00		sec

		METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD (MQH)

				Reference  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering 2nd Edition (Page 3-139)

				DTg = 6.85[Q2/(A0(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				Where		DTg = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Tg-T0) (K)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						A0 = area of ventilation opening (m2)

						hv = height of ventilation opening (m)

						hk = heat trensfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

				Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation

				A0 =		(wv)(hv)

				A0 =		2.22967296		m2

				Thermal Penetration Time Calculation

				tp =		(rcp/k)(d/2)2

				Where		r = interior construction density (kg/m3)

						cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/Kg-K)

						k = interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K)

						d = interior construction thickness (m)

				tp =		29198.0982857143		sec, which is over 8 hours, so the conduction will be transient for a

								long time

				Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation

				hk =		(krc/t)1/2		for t < tp

				Where		krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-°C)2-sec

						(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise)

						t = time after ignition (sec)

				hk =		0.1414213562		kW/m2-°C

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		[2(wcxlc) + 2(hcxwc) + 2(hcxlc)] - A0

				AT =		95.31851904		m2

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation

				DTg = 6.85[Q2/(A0(hv)1/2) (AThk)]1/3

				DTg =		125.51		K

				DTg =		Tg-T0

				Tg =		DTg+T0

				Tg=		423.51		K

				Tg=		150.51		°C		302.91		°F		ANSWER

				NOTE

				The above calculations are based on principles developed in the Society of Fire

				Protection Engineers (SFPE) Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition 1995.

				Calculations are based on certain assumptions and has inherent limitations.  The results

				of such calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a

				given situation, and should only be interpreted by an informed user.
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Gas_Temperature-Door_Closed

		CHAPTER 2.  PREDICTING HOT GAS LAYER TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE

		WITH DOOR CLOSED

		Version 1805.1

		The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature in enclosure fire with door closed.

		This method assume that compartment has sufficient leaks to prevent pressure buildup, but the leakages are ignored.

		Parameters in YELLOW CELLS are Entered by the User.

		Parameters in GREEN CELLS are Automatically Selected from the DROP DOWN MENU for the Material Selected.

		All subsequent output values are calculated by the spreadsheet and based on values specified in the input

		parameters.  This spreadsheet is protected and secure to avoid errors due to a wrong entry in a cell(s).

		The chapter in the NUREG should be read before an analysis is made.

		INPUT PARAMETERS

		COMPARTMENT INFORMATION

				Compartment Width (wc)								15.00		ft		4.57		m

				Compartment Length (lc)								15.00		ft		4.57		m

				Compartment Height (hc)								15.00		ft		4.57		m

				Interior Lining Thickness (d)								12.00		in		0.3048		m

				Ambient Air Temperature (Ta)								77.00		°F		25.00		°C		0		STOP - d > 1 inch

																298.00		K

		AMBIENT CONDITIONS

				Specific Heat of Air (cp)								1.00		kJ/kg-K

				Ambient Air Density (ra)								1.18		kg/m3

				Volume of the Compartment (V)								3375.00		ft3		95.57		m3

				Mass of the Gas in the Compartment (m = V x ra)								113.21		kg

				Note:  Air density will automatically correct with Ambient Air Temperature (Ta) Input

		THERMAL PROPERTIES OF COMPARTMENT ENCLOSING SURFACES

				Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (krc)								2.9		(kW/m2-K)2-sec

				Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k)								0.0016		kW/m-K

				Interior Lining Specific Heat (c)								0.75		kJ/kg-K

				Interior Lining Density (r)								2400		kg/m3

		THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR COMMON INTERIOR LINING MATERIALS

				Material				krc		k		c		r		Select Material

								(kW/m2-K)2-sec		(kW/m-K)		(kJ/kg-K)		(kg/m3)

				Aluminum (pure)				500		0.206		0.895		2710		Scroll to desired material then

				Steel (0.5% Carbon)				197		0.054		0.465		7850		Click on selection

				Concrete				2.9		0.0016		0.75		2400

				Brick				1.7		0.0008		0.8		2600

				Glass, Plate				1.6		0.00076		0.8		2710

				Brick/Concrete Block				1.2		0.00073		0.84		1900

				Gypsum Board				0.18		0.00017		1.1		960

				Plywood				0.16		0.00012		2.5		540

				Fiber Insulation Board				0.16		0.00053		1.25		240

				Chipboard				0.15		0.00015		1.25		800

				Aerated Concrete				0.12		0.00026		0.96		500

				Plasterboard				0.12		0.00016		0.84		950

				Calcium Silicate Board				0.098		0.00013		1.12		700

				Alumina Silicate Block				0.036		0.00014		1.0		260

				Glass Fiber Insulation				0.0018		0.000037		0.8		60

				Expanded Polystyrene				0.001		0.000034		1.5		20

				User Specified Value				Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value		Enter Value

				Reference:  Klote, J., J. Milke, Principles of Smoke Management, 2002, Page 270.

		FIRE SPECIFICATIONS

				Fire Heat Release Rate (Q)								500.00		kW

				Time after Ignition								120		sec

												Calculate

		METHOD OF BEYLER

				Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3nd Edition, 2002, Page 3-180.

				DTg = (2 K2 / K12) (K1 √t-1+e(- K1 √t))

				Where		DTg = Tg - Ta = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (K)

						Ta = ambient air temperature (K)

						Parameter K1 = 2 (0.4√krc) AT / mcp

						Parameter K2 = Q / m cp

						krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-K)2-sec

						m = mass of gas in the compartment (kg)

						cp = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-K)

						AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

						Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

						t = exposure time (sec)

				Calculation for Parameter K1

				K1 =		2 (0.4√krc) AT / mcp

				Where

				krc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2-K)2-sec

				AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

				m = mass of gas in the compartment (kg)

				Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries

				AT =		[2(wc x lc) + 2(hc x wc) + 2(hc x lc)]

				Where		AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m2)

						wc = compartment width (m)

						lc = compartment length (m)

						hc = compartment height (m)

				AT =		125.42		m2

				K1 =		1.51		kW/m2-K

				Calculation for Parameter K2

				K2 =		Q / m cp

				Where

				Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)

				m = mass of gas in the compartment (kg)

				cp = specific heat of air (kJ/kg-K)

				K2 =		4.42

				Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature, Compartment Door Closed

				DTg = (2 K2 / K12) (K1 √t-1+e(- K1 √t))

				DTg = Tg - Ta =		60.23

				Tg =		358.23		K

				Tg =		85.23		°C		185.42		°F

				The above calculations are based on principles developed in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering,

				3nd Edition, 2002.

				Calculations are based on certain assumptions and have inherent limitations.  The results of such calculation may or may

				not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a given situation, and should only be interpreted by an informed user.

				Although each calculation in the spreadsheet has been verified with the results of hand calculation, there is no absolute

				guarantee of the accuracy of these calculations.

				Any questions, comments, concerns, and suggestions, or to report an error(s) in the spreadsheet,

				please send an email to nxi@nrc.gov or mxs3@nrc.gov.

		Prepared by:				Date				Organization

		Checked by:				Date				Organization

		Additional Information

		Revision Log		Description of Revision												Date

		1805.0		Original issue with final text.												January 2005

		1805.1		Corrected calculation for Parameter K1.  Added area of compartment enclosing surface												September 2005

				boundaries (AT) in Parameter K1.
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This default value (1.00) is the most appropriate value for the majority of analyses.  You may change this value for your specific application.  If you change this value please ensure that it is appropriate.
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